Annual Fall Alumni/ Advisor Meeting:

October 18, 2013 (Friday) 3:30-5:00 pm Missouri/ Ozark

RSVP – Noon Fri. Oct. 11 to greeks@mst.edu

Recruitment Workshops:

These workshops coincide with the recently developed Recruitment Resource Guide which is located on the Fraternity and Sorority Life webpage. These presentations include, but are not limited to:

- Quality Informational Tables and Making an Impression Thursday, Sept. 26 6:00 – 8:00 pm Civil 314
- Branding and Marketing Tips/Tricks Thursday, Oct. 24, 6:00 – 8:00 pm Missouri/ Ozark
- Thursday, February 13 6:00 – 8:00 pm Missouri/ Ozark [Topic is TBD]
- Another Training TBA (April)

Each semester, two of these sessions will be selected, either by request or OFSL designation, and will be offered out to the community as additional resources in order to aid in recruitment for every chapter.

Go Greek days:

“Go Greek” days are targeting current, on-campus students in order to make them more aware of, and inform the about, Greek Life on the campus. Being located in the Havener Center, this gives all fraternities and sororities the chance to promote, and possibly recruit, for themselves, and aid in event exposure.

Fall – Thursday, Oct. 17 11:00 – 1:00 Havener Atrium
Spring – Thursday, April 3 11:00 – 1:00 Havener Atrium

General Presentations:

The OFSL takes pride in its ability to conduct, and offer, additional presentations to both governing councils and chapters per their request. Below is a non-exhaustive list of presentations which the OFSL has either conducted, or been asked to present at chapters throughout the past year.

- Understanding our Value(s)
- Values-based Leadership
- Overcoming Apathy
- Improving Communication
- Brotherhood/Sisterhood
- Other topics by request

Greek Academy:

1. The New Member Education track is series of developmental programming targeting newly initiated members of our community. Ran by the Greek Captains, older Greeks who serve as mentors who are interviewed and trained, the new members will learn about campus policies, resources, leaving a legacy, and have the ability to connect with both peers and upperclassmen in the community.
2. The Officer Development track consists of two main seminar blocks which will host sessions targeting specific officer positions within the chapter. These positions include, but are not limited to: President, Vice President, Risk Manager, House Manager, Treasurer, Public Relations, etc. One main goal for these sessions is that they are hosted by non-campus professionals.

That being said, the OFSL would like to strongly encourage Alumni/Advisor participation for this event. If there are session ideas that you feel would be beneficial to our chapter officers, or if you would like to host a sessions yourself, please feel free to contact the OFSL.